Pulp - Refactor #869
Refactor # 765 (CLOSED - WONTFIX): Convert Pulp to use MongoEngine

convert RepoUnitAssociationManager.unassociate_by_criteria to use MongoEngine models when
possible
04/10/2015 06:02 PM - bcourt

Status:

CLOSED - WONTFIX

Start date:

Priority:

High

Due date:

Assignee:

% Done:

0%

Category:

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Tags:

Pulp 2

Sprint/Milestone:
Platform Release:
Groomed:

Yes

Sprint:

Sprint Candidate:

No

Quarter:

Description
in RepoUnitAssociationManager.unassociate_by_criteria Add a switch that checks if all of the types on the repo have been converted
to models then call branch to a new call the uses the the MongoEngine repo model to perform the delete and then calls the importer
with the repo_content_unit objects.
Deliverables:
a RepoUnitAssociationManager.unassociate_by_criteria that will use MongoEngine models if all the types in the given repo
have been converted
This can use pulp_docker for testing
Related issues:
Blocked by Docker Support - Refactor #863: Convert pulp_docker to use MongoEn...

CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE

History
#1 - 04/10/2015 06:03 PM - bcourt
- Blocked by Refactor #863: Convert pulp_docker to use MongoEngine models for units added
#2 - 06/03/2015 11:50 PM - mhrivnak
- Sprint Candidate set to Yes
#3 - 06/08/2015 02:15 PM - mhrivnak
- Priority changed from Normal to High
#4 - 06/08/2015 03:37 PM - mhrivnak
- Groomed set to Yes
#5 - 05/04/2016 03:20 PM - mhrivnak
- Sprint Candidate changed from Yes to No
#6 - 04/12/2019 09:05 PM - bmbouter
- Status changed from NEW to CLOSED - WONTFIX
#7 - 04/12/2019 09:14 PM - bmbouter
Pulp 2 is approaching maintenance mode, and this Pulp 2 ticket is not being actively worked on. As such, it is being closed as WONTFIX. Pulp 2 is
still accepting contributions though, so if you want to contribute a fix for this ticket, please reopen or comment on it. If you don't have permissions to
reopen this ticket, or you want to discuss an issue, please reach out via the developer mailing list.
#8 - 04/15/2019 10:51 PM - bmbouter
- Tags Pulp 2 added
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